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Abstract— Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) of liquid
insulation is an effective means for diagnosing power
transformers. The gas contents in insulating oil can be
gathered on-line and off-line to indicate the health condition of
the transformers, thereafter there are many interpretations of
the gas contents. In this work, Seven-fuzzy interpretation
modules are individually established, tested and lately
combined to monitor power transformers’ health. The
developed method incorporates trending of the concentration
of the dissolved gases over the operating life. The approach
processes current and/or historical DGA data, using the 7developed logic modules, to determine the current state of a
transformer, provide information regarding the fault type,
fault probability, fault severity and recommended future
sampling interval in addition to operating procedure,
consistent with industry standards. The developed diagnosis
system has been validated using 1290 samples from fresh and
previously tested mineral oil filled transformers. The proposed
system is proved, based on field data, to be 99% accurate in
identifying transformers being in normal or abnormal
operation. For the cases where a transformer fault was known,
the proposed technique has less than 2% inaccuracy in
recognizing the fault’s type in comparison to other approaches
discussed in literature.
Keywords—Transformer diagnostics, On-line monitoring,
fuzzy logic, DGA, Fault detection, Severity.

I. INTRODUCTION
Unscheduled loss of large transformer causes major
disruptions in power supply, resulting in high financial
penalties, in repair costs and environmental hazard [1].
Typically, mineral oil is the main medium to isolate the
transformer components and providing the necessary cooling
[2]. During normal operation, Hydrogen (H2), Methane (CH4),
Acetylene (C2H2), Ethylene (C2H4), Ethane (C2H6), Carbon
monoxide (CO) and Carbon Dioxide (CO2) are released into the
oil at low concentrations. Under fault conditions specific gases
are generated at levels above that of normal operation [3].
Analysis of the gases in the oil, Dissolved Gas Analysis
(DGA), gives information on transformer health, fault type and
advice on future operation. Researchers have applied advanced
algorithms, e.g. fuzzy logic systems [4], [5] neuro-fuzzy
networks [6]–[8] and artificial neural networks [9]–[11], to
improve the reliability of DGA interpretation and transformer
fault diagnostics.
This contribution describes a fuzzy logic analysis system for
monitoring power transformers based on combining several
DGA interpretation methods to do the diagnosis. The
developed method is capable of being used for both new and
old transformers and incorporates trending of the concentration
of the dissolved gases over the transformer’s operating life. The
proposed technique was validated in a large number of cases
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where the actual faults of the transformer were known and also
on a wider set of DGA data where no information about the
transformer condition was available. The trending of DGA was
undertaken as well. The precision of the method is compared
with the accuracy of other interpretation approaches included in
the standards or proposed by other authors.
The proposed method, which can be used for off and on-line
condition monitoring data, is divided into the following stages:
(1) analyzing the gas concentration levels; (2) diagnosing the
transformer health and identifying the fault type; (3) providing
fault severity and sampling intervals for on-going processing;
(4) recommending operating procedures for continuing
operation. The system output offers information required by an
operator, i.e. transformer health and what actions to take for
unhealthy cases. The overall decision for a given transformer is
automatically updated when gas concentrations are updated.

II. PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach incorporates the development of fuzzy
based analysis of most well-known DGA interpretation
techniques, namely;
 IEEE standards for identification of transformer health
condition [12].
 IEEE standards for determining operating procedure and
sampling interval [12].
 Duval triangle 1 technique [13]
 Doernenburg ratio method [12].
 Key gas method [12].
A fuzzy module for each technique is developed including
selection of membership functions, fuzzyfication, rule
reasoning and defuzzification process. Due to space limitations,
as creation of fuzzy systems is well established, the specifics of
each module in the developed approach are not detailed here.
As shown in Figure 1, the diagnostic scheme starts by applying
the IEEE-Filter, module 1, checks the 7-key gases and Total
Dissolved Combustible Gasses (TDCG) levels to identify the
Condition Status (C-S) of a transformer. If all gases are below
the levels defined in the IEEE standard [12], the transformer is
considered as operating satisfactorily (C-S is normal); if any of
the gases exceeds their critical limit the transformer is reported
as “abnormal”.
Based on normal/abnormal decision, the second module,
which is responsible for identifying the fault probability using
TDCG level and output of the IEEE-Filter (normal/abnormal),
is applied. Thereafter, modules 3-5 identify the fault type
individually using fuzzy analysis of diagnostic techniques
(Duval/Doernenburg/key gas), it is to be noted that Duval
triangle 1 is used for the purpose of this study, as more recent
developments of this technique yet depends on running triangle
1 first [14].

It is acknowledged that DGA does not address all issues
relating to power transformer management but it is used as a
front line tool in assessing their condition.
The fault identified by each technique is then assessed in the
combination module (module 6) to determine the most likely
fault, based on the criteria that will be discussed in the
following sections. Changes in TDCG levels between
consecutive samples are also assessed and the output of the
amalgamation of the three techniques and trending module
(module 7) provides an overall indication of the transformer
condition. The proposed approach can also be used to monitor
transformers with no historical records of DGA available
(designated as “new transformers” throughout the paper).

monitoring IEEE-TDCG-level will indicate a very low
probability, i.e. Condition 1.
If any gas exceeds the limit, the transformer is marked as
operating abnormally even if the TDCG level remains in
Condition 1. If any gas exceeds its normal level and the TDCG
level remains in condition 1, the fault probability will be low.
As gases have exceeded limits, the module also examines the
DGA data using the three monitoring techniques to determine
fault type.

B. System Operation for On-Going Transformer Monitoring
For transformers which are already entered in a database,
current and previous DGA data and dates are used. The new
sample will be processed as discussed above for a new
transformer but the previous samples’ DGA data are used to
determine the rate of gas production. TDCG for the two most
recent samples and number of days between them are used to
calculate the daily increment rate. The TDCG level of the new
sample, the daily increment rate and the IEEE-Filter results
feed into the Trending TDCG algorithm: rules for Trending
TDCG analysis are based on the IEEE standard.

A. The Propsed Approach for Intial Test on A Transformer
This procedure analyses transformers which have not been
tested previously. The seven gases of the current sample are
applied to the process in Figure 1, as no previous DGA data is
available to identify fault probability the data is applied without
considering rate of change of gases. Fault probability is based
on “IEEE-TDCG-level” algorithm and outputs Conditions 1 to
4, the higher the TDCG level the higher the fault probability of
course. The seven gases and the calculated TDCG are initially
tested using the IEEE-Filter: if all gases and TDCG are below
the specified level for normal operation then Doernenburg,
Duval and Key gas techniques are disabled; the algorithm

C. Overall Decision of the Approach
The approach initially determines if the current DGA sample
has values indicating unsatisfactory condition. Thereafter the
system provides information on the fault suspected, five stages
are discussed as follows
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Figure 1: Flow chart for the proposed approach
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1) Fault Type
As shown in Figure 1, when no fault exists the system output
will be Regular Operation (RO) indicator. Other faults are
determined and each specified type of fault is indicated by the
codes shown in Table I.

4) Sample Interval
Based on the rate of change of TDCG and transformer
condition the interval between tests can be determined.
Recommendations, based on fault severity, can suggest
sampling from annually to daily, as shown in Figure 1.

TABLE I. FAULT TYPE

5) Operation Procedures and Recommendation
The sampling interval, TDCG level and increment rate are
used to decide on the future operating procedure and provides
advice on keeping a transformer working safely. The operating
procedure must be followed, taking into account the sample
intervals and other factors outlined above, as shown in Table II.

Code
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Symbol
RO
“PD”
“T1”
“T2’
“T3”
“DT”
“D1”
“D2”
“TF”
“AF”

Fault
Regular Operation
PD
Excessive Heat < 300 °C
300 < Excessive Heat < 700 °C
Excessive Heat > 700 °C
Electrical and Heat
Low energy discharge
High energy Discharge
Excessive heat
Arcing fault

2) Fault Probability
According to [12], a fault probability can be assigned
based on levels or ratios of the key-gases that are used to
identify (C-S) of the transformer. The (C-S) and the TDCG
are analyzed and, accordingly, transformer fault probability
is classified as per the IEEE standards and as shown in
Figure 1
3) Fault Severity
The fault severity can be assessed using the increment rate
for each TDCG band. It should be noted that for data from a
device classified as a new transformer this module remains
“off” due to lack of previous DGA data. For a transformer
which is indicated as healthy, the output of this module is
“Not applicable”. Processing data which includes previous
DGA, the module’s outputs for fault severity are shown in
Figure 1.

TABLE II. FAULT TYPE
Code
0
1

Code meaning
Off
Operating procedure 1

2

Operating procedure 2

3

Operating procedure 3

4

Operating procedure 4

Description
New transformer
Continue normal operation
Exercise extreme caution. Analyze for
individual gases. Determine load
dependence
Exercise extreme Caution. Analyze for
individual gases, Plan outage. Advise
Manufacturer
Consider removal from service

III. MATLAB SCHEMATIC OF APPROACH
As has been discussed, the overall assessment of the
transformer condition has four output codes that indicate: fault
type, fault probability, recommended sampling interval and
operating procedure.
The developed fuzzy interpretation modules for the included
DGA interpretation techniques are then integrated in one
system implemented in Matlab. Figure 2 shows the approach’s
outputs for a specific case that was used during validation of
the diagnostic system.

Figure 2: Matlab-Simulink schematic of the proposed system

IV. SYSTEM VALIDATION FOR CASES WITH KNOWN FAULTS
To examine the accuracy of the proposed fuzzy-based
diagnostic system, data from a number of sources have been
assessed. References, i.e. [3], [8], [10] and [15] provided
444 DGA results, including well characterized diagnostics
of the transformers reported. As will be shown in this
section, the different DGA interpretation techniques
proposed in International Standards do not always lead to
the same conclusions regarding a transformer fault. For that
reason it is important being able to combine different
approaches in order to provide a more reliable diagnosis.
A. IEEE Standard for Assessing Transformer Health
As discussed, an oil sample’s DGA is initially tested
using an IEEE-Filter to identify its normality and
abnormality.
When 7-key gases and TDCG levels are
within a threshold, a transformer is classified as normal, i.e.
“healthy”. In case any single gas level/ratio surpasses the
normal limit, the transformer will be classified to be
“unhealthy”. Data for all transformers, whether indicated as
healthy or unhealthy, are tested using the TDCG-level
module to identify fault probability.
In 440 of the 444 transformers investigated, the IEEEFilter module output matches the actual reported fault: 37
indicated Regular Operation (healthy) and 403 cases
indicated Abnormal Operation (unhealthy).
The TDCG-level module classifies fault probability for both
healthy and unhealthy transformers. Table III shows the
system assigned healthy cases a very low probability of a
fault.
TABLE III. IEEE FILTER AND FAULT PROBABILITY
Agree

Disagree

440

4

99.10%

0.90%

Healthy
37
Very
low
37
8.33%

Unhealthy
403
Fault Probability
Low

Medium

High

145
32.66%

104
23.42%

59
13.29%

Very
High
95
21.40%

When Abnormal Operation is indicated, fault probability is
increasing. Of the 403 transformers classified as abnormal,
145 transformers are classified as abnormal with low fault
probability as the TDCG is within normal limits while
having one or more key gases slightly exceeding normal
limits.
Of the 403 transformers classified as abnormal, 145
transformers are classified as abnormal with low fault
probability as the TDCG is within normal limits while
having one or more key gases slightly exceeding normal
limits.
1) Accuracy of Individual Diagnostic Method
For transformers classified as unhealthy, the developed
system applies three individual fuzzy logic interpretation
algorithms to identify the fault type. The fault indicated by
each module is compared to the fault reported in the source
document and the accuracy of each algorithm is evaluated.
As can be seen in Table IV, Duval is the most accurate
technique although Doernenburg also does well. These
findings were taken into account during the development of
the rules for the combined module that states the type of
fault.

TABLE IV. ACCURACY OF INDIVIDUAL TECHNIQUES
Method

Number of samples
with known faults

x

√

Duval Triangle
14
389
Doernenburg ratio
403
17
386
Key Gases
75
328
For all subsequent tables,
x indicates disagreement between known fault and diagnosis,
√ indicates agreement between known fault and diagnosis.

Accuracy
96.52 %
95.78 %
81.39%

2) Agreement Among the Three Techniques
Subsequent to the analysis in Table IV, where the agreement
of individual techniques to particular case histories is indicated,
the agreement and disagreement among the three techniques
and to the reported fault was investigated. This analysis was
used to develop a set of rules for the combination approach in
order to improve the approach overall decision accuracy.
Table V shows analysis of the matching and non-matching
indication by the three techniques. For over 76% of cases all 3
techniques agree with the reported fault. Almost 22% of cases
had 2 techniques agreeing with the reported fault, i.e. rows 2, 3
and 4, in such cases the indication of agreement by two
methods is considered by the combination module. In cases
where no agreement exists, rows 5 to 8, the proposed system
uses Duval indication as the overall decision, as this had
previously been shown to be the most accurate technique.
TABLE V. DETAILED AGREEMENT PERCENTAGES FOR REPORTED FAULTS
Duval
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0

Doernenburg
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

Key-Gases
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

No. Samples
307
70
9
9
0
3
3
2
403

%
76.18%
17.37%
2.24%
2.24%
0%
0.74%
0.74%
0.49%
100%

 Combination rules
For transformers which had been identified as being faulty,
as shown in Figure 1, the Duval Triangle, Doernenburg ratio
and Key gas method modules are automatically operated to
individually determine the fault type. Thereafter, the three
variable output codes are entered into the combination system,
based on results presented in Tables IV and V, to improve the
accuracy of diagnosis. As shown in Figure 1, where the key
indicators A, B and C relate to number of techniques in
agreement, the developed module indicates the relevant fault
types as classified in Table I.
3) Overall accuracy of the proposed system
Using 403 faulty transformers’ data, the proposed system has
over 98.7% success in indicating faults that match reported
faults. This provides over 3% improvement on identifying
faults in comparison to individual techniques under study.

V. DISCUSSION OF THE CASES STUDIED
Table VI presents the reported fault and the corresponding
diagnostic cases for 4 sample transformers. These cases have been
chosen to demonstrate some samples of the module outputs of the
recommended approach, i.e. the IEEE-Filter indication, the
agreement and disagreement of the interpretation techniques and
different fault probabilities. The IEEE-Filter module indicates
normality condition, IEEE-TDCG module identifies their contents
level, Doernenburg, Duval and Key gas are indicators for faulty

transformers and the overall decision of the algorithm indicates the
state of the transformer and fault probability.

TABLE VI. SELECTED CASES OF THE VALIDATION PROCESS

No

Rf

IEEE-Filter

IEEE-TDCG
Level

Doernenburg

Duval

Key gas

1
2
3
4

[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

Normal
Ab-Normal
Ab-Normal
Ab-Normal

Very low
Medium
Very high
Low

Off
PD
Thermal
Thermal

Off
T1
T1
T2

Un-defined
PD
Thermal in oil
Thermal in oil

Overall decision
Fault
probability
Normal
Very low
PD
Medium
T1
Very high
T2
Low

Actual
Fault

Diagnosis

Normal
PD
Over Heat
LTF

In samples 2, 3 and 4, based on IEEE-Filter outcome, (CS is Abnormal) and the three transformers are classified as
unhealthy. The 3 interpretation modules operate in parallel
with the IEEE-TDCG-level, determining the fault type and
probability. For sample 2 Doernenburg and Key gas modules
indicate that a PD fault exists, however Duval indicates T1,
the combination rules for the overall decision consider the
two agreeing modules. Samples 3 and 4 show good
correlation of the thermal fault indicated by the system and
by written reports

As a result of testing these transformers, using available
previous/current DGA data, it can be observed that the
module has the ability to provide full information of the
transformer health during operation and can also detect
changes in condition by comparing the current and previous
analyses. The trending of the DGA history provides an ongoing classification for the fault severity; recommend
sampling intervals and future operating procedure.
To outline operation, 10 samples from 1 transformer are
considered in detail as follows;

A. Analysing Non-Matching indications
There were two sets of non-matching results between the
reported fault and output diagnostic tool.
In the first set there was a difference between the
prediction of IEEE-Filter and the actual diagnosis. As
discussed in the section dealing with the IEEE-filter, in
Table III, there were 4 samples in which the output did not
match the reported fault.
The second set, containing 5 samples, is identified after
running the interpretation techniques: there is a difference
between the approach overall decision and the reported
fault.

A. Case study:
The data for this case, shown in Table VII, analysis is
presented in Figure 3. System output for sample 1 shows a
T2 fault with low fault probability. Samples 2 and 3:
continue to report T2 with low probability, suggesting the
transformer has not been repaired: fault severity is very low,
annual sampling advised and continues regular operation.
Samples 4 and 5: T2 fault continues to be reported but the
indications and recommendations become stronger.

B. Analysing Non-Matching indications
There were two sets of non-matching results between the
reported fault and output diagnostic tool.
In the first set there was a difference between the
prediction of IEEE-Filter and the actual diagnosis. As
discussed in the section dealing with the IEEE-filter, in
Table III, there were 4 samples in which the output did not
match the reported fault.
The second set, containing 5 samples, is identified after
running the interpretation techniques: there is a difference
between the overall decision of the system and the reported
fault.
VI. APPLICATION OF THETRENDING DIAGNOSTICS MODULE
A major advantage of this system is realized in its ability
to apply the standards, based on current and previous
samples, to provide full information of the transformer state
for continuing operation. Samples of regularly monitored
transformers, collected from published articles, i.e. [15] and
[21] are used to validate the proposed trending algorithm.
As explained earlier, the Trending TDCG module operates
on data from consecutive sample times and provides
information on fault severity, recommends sampling interval
and operating procedure. To evaluate the trending module,
134 DGA samples for 11 tested transformers with different
power ratings are considered.

TABLE VII. DATA FOR A TRANSFORMER REPORTED IN [20]
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Date
15/09/1995
18/09/1996
09/05/1997
27/08/1998
12/04/1999
10/09/2002
15/10/2002
22/10/2002
28/10/2002
10/12/2002

H2
3
0
0
26
21
305
569
573
227
1

CH4
19
20
30
54
60
648
1364
1637
1616
22

C2H2
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
6
7
0

C2H4
9
13
9
22
28
691
1703
1965
2002
7

C2H6
4
9
3
10
6
192
451
520
535
6

CO
539
467
578
942
731
657
552
643
599
5

Sample 6: fault changes from T2 to T3, the fault
probability, severity and operating procedures step up. The
presence of an alarm indicates that the transformer has
become a critical case
Dates for samples 7, 8 and 9 indicate that the sample
interval was shortened, suggesting operators know of the
fault.
Over this period the probability of T3 has increased from
high to very high with excessive fault severity, advised daily
sampling and removal from service.
The dissolved gas levels are reduced in sample 10; this
indicates maintenance activity, confirmed by the
maintenance history data [20].
Figure 3 shows the approach’s result based on the
historical DGA data for the running period, it should be
noted that sample 10 is not included in the figure as the
module would be restarted due to the maintenance activities.
It is clear from the results that the proposed approach is
indicating the health of the transformer correctly and

suggesting the right sampling intervals to keep the
transformer operating safely.
O-P 4
O-P 3
O-P 2

Daily

O-P 1
Monthly

Off

Quarterly

Excessive

Annually
Medium

Off

T3

Low

Very low

Very high

Medium
Low

15/09/95

18/09/96 09/05/97

27/08/98

12/04/99 10/09/02

15/10/02

T2

Operating -Procedure
Sample Intervals
Fault Severity
Fault probability

High

Off

22/10/02

10/12/02

Figure 3: The approach outcomes for on-going condition monitoring of a tested transformer

VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, multiple fuzzy logic modules of the proposed
diagnosis system for continuous condition monitoring of power
transformers were developed. Fuzzy sets and rules were
formulated for three Dissolved Gas Analysis interpretation
methods, further these were combined into one augmented
module in order to increase the accuracy of fault identification,
fault probability, fault severity, futuristic sampling intervals
and recommended operating procedure. The fuzzy system is
demonstrated to present a satisfactory performance in the
identification of the transformer faults and future
recommendation.
The proposed system has been validated using DGA data from
published articles. The accuracy of the individual diagnostic
techniques, namely Duval triangle, Doernenburg ratio and Key
gas, is increased when the augmented combination algorithm is
used.
The proposed system is proved to be highly capable of
classifying the normality and abnormality of the transformer
and its fault probability. This has been confirmed and validated
through 1290 transformer related DG samples. Moreover, the
proposed approach was accurately able to identify type of the
fault and providing the final decision based on the combination
of 3 interpretation techniques.
The proposed system was successfully applied to trending of
power transformer DGA data. The system output provides
accurate information on fault severity, sample interval and
recommends an operating procedure for the transformer, based
on the TDCG current level and daily increment rate
recommendations within IEEE C57.140.
The accuracy of the system has been found to be higher than
that of any of the individual analysis, and its application could
lead to a more reliable diagnosis of transformers.
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